AB Box Liner
REDUCE WAREHOUSE STORAGE:
The AB Box Liner is designed as two
custom die cut pieces that turn your
ordinary cardboard box into a
lightweight cooler for shipping
perishable items.

TempShieldTM
Insulated Liners

Gusseted Liner
MATERIALS FDA APPROVED FOR
INCIDENTAL FOOD CONTACT:
The Gusseted Liner is a leak resistant,
one piece durable liner that is quick
and easy to set up.

When delivering perishable food to customer’s
homes is your business, maintaining consistent
temperature over long distances for lengthy periods
of time are challenges you face. TempShield™
provides solutions that help you deliver quality
products to your customers.

Pouches

Common Perishable Items Ideal For
Tempshield™ Home Delivery

COMMUNICATE YOUR BRAND
TO YOUR CUSTOMERS:
TempShield™ Pouches offer an
economical solution that provides
thermal protection in a branded
container.

Seafood, meat, and poultry
Beverages including wine and juice
Gourmet Foods
Baked goods
Dairy including ice cream, milk and cheese
Confections including candies and chocolate
When time and distance factor into serving your customers, dry
ice and other refrigerants can be placed into the package
without damaging the liner to ensure exceptional quality.

Customer Experience
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Customers can be assured that the product they ordered
online is delivered in an environmentally safe, FDA approved
for food package that maintains product quality, taste and
texture. No matter the distance your product travels, every
home delivery with delight your customers.

Cube Optimization
MANAGE TIME AND COSTS WITH CUBE OPTIMIZATION

Damage Reduction
MAINTAINING TEMPERATURE REDUCES DAMAGE
Maintaining consistent temperatures in a cushioned protective
package reduces damage and helps you present a quality
product to your customer. TempShield™ works with humidity
and moisture while inhibiting odor transfer by providing a
flexible and tough protective cushioning that safely delivers
your product to the home of every customer no matter the
length of time or distance.

1-800-648-9093
SealedAir.com/solutions

Whether you are an e-grocer, meal delivery or meal
subscription service looking to serve your customers through
home delivery. The Tempshield™ solution has distinct
advantages over other competing products.

@SealedAirPack

@SealedAirPack

Selecting the right Tempshield™ application for every home
delivery begins with offering your business 85 percent
reduction in warehouse storage and saves 60 percent on
outbound shipping costs, as compared to EPS material. With
multiple applications that are both thin and lightweight, and
provide superior temperature control, every home delivery
will exceed your customer’s expectations while allowing you
to manage storage and shipping costs.
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